Description: The vegetable dryer is used to produce crisp lettuce and other salad greens.

**Do:**
- Make sure all wheels are in lock position before using the machine
- Check water container in the back bottom of the machine for any water. Dump any water remaining and lock container back into place
- Place clean vegetables into sanitized inner liner (white perforated basket)
- Put lid on, lid must **snap** close
- Turn black knob to the right to turn **ON** machine and set the timer. Numbers correspond to minutes.
- Usually 3 minutes for lettuce
- Machine may make some noise
- When done transfer produce to another container
- Inner liner can go to the dish room to get cleaned
- Clean the inside and outside of the machine with a towel and sanitizer

**Don’t:**
- Don’t use vegetable dryer without first checking container for water
- Don’t put any dirty vegetables into the machine
- Don’t use machine without first locking all wheels